
 

 

CIGARS 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

 
ASHTON ‘MAGNUM’  25 
Mild, and very smooth smoke with woody flavors and a pleasant 
toasty aroma. 

MACANUDO ‘HAMPTON COURT’  21 
Classic corona, mild enough to light-up with your morning coffee or 
a mellow way to take the edge off a long day. 

MACANUDO ‘COURT’  9.5 
Mellow in smooth character and unmatched in consistency. 

AVO CLASSIC ROBUSTO  21 
Well blended cigars keeping in line with the Davidoff connected 
brand. 

H. UPMANN ‘1844 RESERVE’ ROBUSTO  17 
An even burn and lush draw that layers the palate with earth, 
cedar, mineral and rich tobacco intonations. 

MACANUDO CRYSTAL CAFÉ  24 
Refined, smooth smoking experience of this legendary Dominican 
cigar. 

ARTURO FUENTE SHORT STORY  19 
Mild medium bodied cigar that delivers a burst of flavor.  

ROMEO Y JULIETA BULLY  17 
Medium-bodied premium cigar with delicious flavors, that strikes 
the perfect balance between flavor and strength. 

NICARAGUA 

 MONTECRISTO ‘NO. 2’ TORPEDO  42 
Rich but not overwhelming flavors of leather, such sweet spices as 
cinnamon and nutmeg and the cigar’s trademark tangy wood 
note.  

MY FATHER FLOR DE LAS ANTILLAS’  19 
Delicious from the first puff, with notes of nutmeg, white pepper and 
just enough strength without being overpowering. 

PADRON 2000 MADURO  15 
Dark maduro that is properly oily, this cigar is wonderful to admire, 
but even better to smoke.  

PERDOMO LOT 23 BELICOSO  15.5 
Offers a nutty flavor with hints of cedar and spice on the finish. 

ACID BLONDIE  11 
Small powerhouse cigar; slightly sweet cigar. 

 

HONDURAS 
PUNCH ROYAL, CORONATION  18.5 
Medium-light tobacco taste cigar, ideal for those who are not used 
to smoking habanos yet.  

ROCKY PATEL ‘VINTAGE 1992’ ROBUSTO  25 
A thick, medium-bodied cigar full of coffee and earth. It draws and 
burns evenly, taking on licorice flavors and a woody finish. 

LIGHTERS 

 DISPOSABLE LIGHTER  2.5 
MINI TORCH   7 
 

Kindly note that we do not offer matches 




